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Abstrat.
LISA is a joint spae mission of the ESA and NASA for deteting low frequeny
gravitational radiation in the band 10−5 −1 Hz. In order to attain the requisite sensitivity for
LISA, the laser frequeny noise must be suppressed below the other seondary noises suh as
the optial path noise, aeleration noise et. This is ahieved beause of the redundany in the
data, more speially, by ombining six appropriately time-delayed data streams ontaining
frational Doppler shifts - time delay interferometry (TDI). The orbits of the spaeraft are
omputed in the gravitational eld of the Sun and Earth in the Newtonian framework, while
the optial links are treated fully general relativistially and thus, eets suh as the Sagna,
Shapiro delay, et. are automatially inorporated. We show that in the model of LISA that
we onsider here, there are symmetries inherent in the physis, whih may be used eetively
to suppress the residual laser frequeny noise and simplify the algebrai approah to TDI.
PACS numbers: 95.55.Ym, 04.80.Nn, 07.60.Ly
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1. Introdution
LISA - Laser Interferometri Spae Antenna - is a proposed mission whih will use oherent laser
beams exhanged between three idential spaeraft forming a giant (almost) equilateral triangle
of side 5× 106 kilometres to observe and detet low frequeny osmi GW [1℄.
In ground based detetors the arms are as symmetrial as possible so that the laser light
experienes nearly idential delay in eah arm of the interferometer whih redues the laser
frequeny/phase noise at the photodetetor. However, in LISA, the lak of symmetry will be
muh larger than in terrestrial instruments. Laser frequeny noise dominates the other seondary
noises, suh as optial path noise, aeleration noise by 7 or 8 orders of magnitude, and must
be removed if LISA is to ahieve the required sensitivity of h ∼ 10−22, where h is the metri
perturbation aused by a gravitational wave. In LISA, six data streams arise from the exhange
of laser beams between the three spaeraft approximately 5 million km apart. These six streams
produe redundany in the data whih an be used to suppress the laser frequeny noise by the
tehnique alled time-delay interferometry (TDI) in whih the six data streams are ombined
with appropriate time-delays [2℄.
This work was put on a sound mathematial footing by showing that the data ombinations
onstituted an algebrai struture; the data ombinations anelling laser frequeny noise formed
the module of syzygies over the polynomial ring of time-delay operators [3℄. The module was
obtained - that is its generators were obtained - for the simple ase of stationary LISA in at
spaetime. These were the so-alled rst generation TDI. However, LISA spaeraft exeute a
rotational motion, the arm-lengths hange with time and the bakground spaetime is urved, all
of whih aet the optial links and the time-delays. The rotation gives rise to the Sagna eet
whih implies that the up-down optial links are unequal, the arm-lengths or the time-delays
hange with time - exing of arms. These eets annot be ignored if the laser frequeny noise
is to be eetively anelled.
In this paper, we ompute the orbits of spaeraft in the Newtonian framework where the
Earth's gravitational eld is also taken into aount. The base orbits we take to be Keplerian
in the gravitational eld of the Sun only. On these base orbits, we linearly superpose the
perturbative eet of the Earth's gravitational eld. We hoose the Earth over Jupiter beause
(i) the Earth perturbs the Keplerian orbit in resonane, resulting in a seular growth of the
perturbations and, (ii) Jupiter's eet is less than 10% of that of the Earth's on the exing
and hene not dominant. The perturbative analysis is arried out within the Clohessy-Wiltshire
(CW) [4℄ framework. Further, an extension of the previous algebrai approah is proposed for
the general problem in whih the time-delay operators in general do not ommute; this leads
to the seond generation TDI and imperfet anellation of laser frequeny noise. However, we
show that there are symmetries in the physial model whih an simplify to some extent the
totally non-ommutative problem. These omputations will be useful in the development of a
LISA simulators, the LISACode for instane [5℄.
2. The spaeraft orbits in the Sun's and Earth's eld
The Keplerian orbits, the orbital motion in the gravitational eld of the Sun only are hosen so
that the peak to peak variation in armlengths is the least ∼ 48000 km, see [6℄. We summarise the
results of paper [6℄ below. We hoose the Sun as the origin with Cartesian oordinates {X,Y, Z}
as follows: The elipti plane is the X − Y plane and we onsider a irular referene orbit of
radius R = 1 A. U. entred at the Sun. Let δ0 = 5α/8 where α = L0/2R and L0 ∼ 5, 000, 000 km
is a onstant representing the nominal distane between two spaeraft of the LISA onguration.
We hoose the tilt of the plane of the LISA triangle to be δ = π/3+ δ0 whih has been shown to
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yield minimum exing of the arms. We hoose spaeraft 1 to be at its lowest point (maximum
negative Z) at t = 0. This means that at this point, Y = 0 and X ≃ R(1 − e). The orbit of
the rst spaeraft is an ellipse with inlination angle ǫ0, eentriity e and satisfying the above
initial ondition.
From the geometry, ǫ0 and e are obtained as funtions of δ,
tan ǫ0 =
α sin δ
α cos δ + sin(π/3)
,
e =
[
1 +
4
3
α2 +
4√
3
α cos δ
]1/2
− 1 . (1)
The equations for the orbit of spaeraft 1 are given by:
X1 = R(cosψ1 − e) cos ǫ0,
Y1 = R
√
1− e2 sinψ1,
Z1 = −R(cosψ1 − e) sin ǫ0. (2)
The eentri anomaly ψ1 is impliitly given in terms of t by,
ψ1 − e sinψ1 = Ωt− φ0 , (3)
where t is the time and Ω is the average angular veloity and φ0 the initial phase. The orbits
of the spaeraft 2 and 3 are obtained by rotating the orbit of spaeraft 1 by 2π/3 and 4π/3
about the Z−axis; the phases ψ2, ψ3, however, must be adjusted so that the spaeraft are at a
distane ∼ L0 from eah other. The orbital equations of spaeraft k = 2, 3 are:
Xk = X1 cosσk − Y1 sinσk ,
Yk = X1 sinσk + Y1 cosσk ,
Zk = Z1 , (4)
where σk = (k − 1) 2pi3 , with the aveat that the ψ1 is replaed by the phases ψk, where they are
impliitly given by,
ψk − e sinψk = Ωt− σk − φ0. (5)
These are the exat (Keplerian) expressions for the orbits of the three spaeraft in the Sun's
eld.
The Earth's eld is now inluded perturbatively using the CW framework. The CW frame
is hosen as follows: We take the referene partile to be orbiting in a irle of radius R with
onstant Keplerian angular veloity Ω. Then the transformation to the CW frame {x, y, z} from
the baryentri frame {X,Y, Z} is given by,
x = (X −R cosΩt) cosΩt + (Y −R sinΩt) sinΩt ,
y = − (X −R cosΩt) sinΩt + (Y −R sinΩt) cosΩt ,
z = Z. (6)
The x diretion is normal and oplanar with the referene orbit, the y diretion is tangential and
omoving, and the z diretion is hosen orthogonal to the orbital plane. Linearised dynamial
equations for test-partiles in the neighbourhood of the referene partile are easily obtained.
Sine the frame is noninertial, Coriolis and entrifugal fores appear in addition to the tidal
fores. With the help of the CW formalism, it is easy to see that to the rst order in α (or
equivalently e) there exist ongurations of spaeraft so that the mutual distanes between
them remain onstant in time. The exing appears only when we onsider seond and higher
order terms in α. In fat in [6℄ we have shown that the seond order terms desribe the exing
of LISA's arms quite aurately as ompared to the exat Keplerian orbits.
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The CW equations for a test partile are given by:
x¨− 2Ωy˙ − 3Ω2x = 0 ,
y¨ + 2Ωx˙ = 0 ,
z¨ +Ω2z = 0. (7)
We hoose those solutions of Eq.(7) whih form an equilateral triangular onguration of side L0
(suh solutions exist). For the kth spaeraft we have the following position oordinates:
xk = − 1
2
ρ0 cos(Ωt− σk − φ0) ,
yk = ρ0 sin(Ωt− σk − φ0) ,
zk = −
√
3
2
ρ0 cos(Ωt− σk − φ0) , (8)
where ρ0 = L0/
√
3. Also at t = 0 the initial phase of the onguration is desribed through φ0.
In this solution, any pair of spaeraft maintain the onstant distane L0 between eah other.
LISA follows the Earth 20◦ behind. We onsider the model where the entre of the Earth
leads the origin of the CW frame by 20◦ - thus in our model, the `Earth' or the entre
of fore representing the Earth, follows the irular referene orbit of radius 1 A. U. Also
the Earth is at a xed position vetor r⊕ = (x⊕, y⊕, z⊕) in the CW frame. We nd that
x⊕ = −R(1 − cos 20◦) ∼ −9 × 106 km, y⊕ = R sin 20◦ ∼ 5.13 × 107 km and z⊕ = 0. The
aeleration eld a due to the Earth at any point r (in partiular at any spaeraft) in the CW
frame is given by:
a(r) = −GM⊕ r− r⊕|r− r⊕|3 , (9)
whereM⊕ ∼ 5.97×1024 kg is the mass of the Earth and G = 6.67×10−11 kg−1m3sec−2 Newton's
gravitational onstant.
In order to write the CW equations in a onvenient form we rst dene the small parameter
ǫ in terms of the quantity ω2⊕ = GM⊕/d
3
⊕, where d⊕ = |r⊕| is the distane of the Earth from the
origin of the CW frame; d⊕ ∼ 5.2× 107 km whih is more than 50 million km. So when deriving
the foring term we make the aprroximation |r − r⊕| ≈ d⊕, that is, we neglet |r| ompared to
d⊕. It will turn out that the exing due to the Earth is small so that this approximation is not
unjustied. We dene ǫ = ω2⊕/Ω
2 ≃ 7.16 × 10−5 whih is the just the ratio of the tidal fores
due to the Earth and the Sun. The CW equations inluding the Earth's eld take the form:
x¨− 2Ωy˙ − 3Ω2x+ ǫΩ2(x− x⊕) = 0 ,
y¨ + 2Ωx˙+ ǫΩ2(y − y⊕) = 0 ,
z¨ +Ω2(1 + ǫ)z = 0. (10)
Note that the ompounded exing due to the ombined eld of Earth and Sun is a nonlinear
problem; it is infat a three body problem. We however solve this problem approximately.
Assuming that both eets are small we may linearly add the exing vetors due to the Sun and
Earth; that is, add the perturbative solutions obtained from Eqs.(7) and (10); the nonlinearities
appear at higher orders in α and ǫ. These would modify the exing but we may neglet this
eet beause of the smallness. We nd that the exing produed by the Earth is of the order of
1 or 2 m/se upto the third year, just about 40 % of that due to the Sun. But, as shown in [6℄ the
exing produed by the Sun's otupole eld is nearly exat to that produed by the Keplerian
orbits. Thus we may do better by just adding the exing vetor produed by the Earth to the
Keplerian orbit of the relevant spaeraft.
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We then seek perturbative solutions to Eq. (10) to the rst order in ǫ. We write,
x = x0 + ǫx1, y = y0 + ǫy1, z = z0 + ǫz1 where x0, y0, z0 are solutions at the zeroth order given
by Eq.(8). We put σk = 0 (or equivalently inlude it in φ0) in these solutions for simplifying the
algebra.
With the initial onditions: x1 = y1 = z1 = x˙1 = y˙1 = z˙1 = 0 at t = 0, we have the results:
x1 = − ρ⊕ cos(Ωt− φ⊕) + x⊕ + 2y⊕Ωt− 2ρ0 cosφ0 + 5
4
ρ0Ωt sin(Ωt− φ0) ,
y1 = 2ρ⊕[sin(Ωt− φ⊕) + sinφ⊕]− 3
2
ρ0[sin(Ωt− φ0) + sinφ0]
+
5
2
ρ0Ωt cos(Ωt− φ0)− Ωt(2x⊕ − 3ρ0 cosφ0)− 3
2
Ω2t2y⊕ , (11)
where,
ρ2⊕ = (x⊕ − 2ρ0 cosφ0)2 + (2y⊕ −
5
4
ρ0 sinφ0)
2 ,
tanφ⊕ =
2y⊕ − 54ρ0 sinφ0
x⊕ − 2ρ0 cosφ0 . (12)
The z equation an be exatly integrated and used diretly to obtain the exing. However, we
an also expand this solution to the rst order in ǫ and the result is:
z1 =
√
3
4
ρ0[Ωt sinΩt cosφ0 − (Ωt cosΩt− sinΩt) sinφ0] . (13)
As argued before, we add the perturbation given by ǫr1 = ǫ(x1, y1, z1) to the Keplerian orbit of
eah spaeraft. Next we ompute the optial links.
3. The six optial links
The time-delay that is required for the TDI operators needs to be known very aurately - at least
to 1 part in 108, that is, to about few metres - for the laser frequeny noise to be suppressed. In
order to guarantee suh level of auray, we numerially ompute the optial links or the time-
delay. This approah is guaranteed to give the desired auray or even better auray than
what is required. We numerially integrate the null geodesis followed by the laser ray emitted
by one spaeraft and reeived by the other. This omputation is performed in the baryentri
frame, and taking into aount the fat that the spaetime is urved by the Sun's mass only
(the Earth's ontribution is about 5 orders of magnitude less). The omputation here is further
ompliated by the fat that the spaeraft are moving in this frame of referene and the photon
emitted from one spaeraft must be reeived by the other spaeraft. We use the Runga-Kutta
numerial sheme to integrate the dierential equations desribing the null geodesis. But sine
the end point of the photon trajetory is not known apriori, an iterative sheme must be devised
for adjusting the parameters of the null geodesi, in order that the worldlines of the photon and
the reeiving spaeraft interset. We have devised suh a sheme based on the dierene vetor
between the photon position vetor and reeiving spaeraft position vetor. The six optial
links Lij have thus been numerially omputed with suient auray required for TDI. The
ode gives results aurate to better than 10 metres - most of the time better than 10−2 metres
- exept in a window of about half an hour when the error exeeds this value and beomes
unaeptably large. We display the results in Figures 1 and 2 for φ0 = 0. More details may be
found in [8℄.
Figure 1 shows all the six optial links in the ombined eld of the Sun and Earth. We also
need to estimate the variation in armlength whih is important for the TDI analysis to follow.
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Figure 1. The gure shows the variation in the six optial links of the LISA model for three
years for φ0 = 0. The lengths are given in metres.
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Figure 2. The rate of hange of armlengths for the six links is shown in units of m/se for
φ0 = 0. This rate of hange is less than 6 m/se upto the seond year and inreases to a
maximum of about 8 m/se in the third year.
Figure 2 shows the rate of hange of the six optial links as a funtion of time over a period
of three years. We nd that in the optimised model of LISA onguration, this rate of hange
is less than 4 m/se. if we just onsider the Sun's eld. Inluding the Earth's eld the exing
still remains ∼< 6 m/se in the rst two years and inreases to ∼< 8 m/se in the third year.
Earlier estimates were ∼ 10 m/se. These numerial estimates are most ruial for their eet
on residual laser frequeny noise in the TDI.
4. Time-delay interferometry
In order to anel the laser frequeny noise, time-delayed data streams are added together in
whih an appropriate set of time-delays are hosen. In general the time-delays are
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of the photon transit time between pairs of spaeraft. In [3℄ a sheme based on modules over
ommutative rings was given where the module of data ombinations anelling the laser noise was
onstruted. This fully anels the laser frequeny noise for stationary LISA. There are only three
delay operators orresponding to the three armlengths and the time-delay operators ommute.
This sheme an be straight forwardly extended to moving LISA [7℄, where, now beause of
Sagna eet, the up and down optial links have dierent armlengths but the armlengths are
still onstant in time. In this ase, there are six delay operators orresponding to the six optial
links and they ommute. These are the modied but still rst generation TDI. However, for
LISA the armlengths do hange with time - exing of the arms - and the rst generation TDI
modied or otherwise do not anel of the laser frequeny noise suiently.
4.1. Equations for the polynomial vetor anelling laser frequeny noise
We follow the notation and onventions of [7℄ and [3℄ whih are the simplest for our purpose.
The six links are denoted by U i, V i, i = 1, 2, 3. The time-delay operator for the link U2 from S/C
1 to S/C 2 or 1 −→ 2 is denoted by x in [7℄ and so on in a yli fashion. The delay operators
in the other sense are denoted by l,m, n; the link −V 1 from 2 −→ 1 by l and similarly the links
V 2, V 3 are dened through yli permutation.
Let Ci(t) = ∆νi(t)/ν0 represent the laser frequeny noise in S/C i. Let j be the delay
operator orresponding to the variable armlength Lj(t), i.e. jCi(t) = Ci(t − Lj(t)). Then we
have,
U1 = C1 − zC3 ,
V 1 = lC2 − C1 . (14)
The other links in terms of Ci(t) are obtained by yli permutations. Also in the U
i, V i we
have not inluded ontributions from the seondary noises, gravitational wave signal et. sine
here our aim is to deal with laser frequeny noise only. Any observable X is written as:
X = piV
i + qiU
i , (15)
where pi, qi, i = 1, 2, 3 are polynomials in the variables x, y, z, l,m, n. Thus X is speied by
giving the six tuple polynomial vetor (pi, qi). Writing out the (Vi, Ui) in terms of the laser
noises Ci(t), and in order that the laser frequeny noise anel for arbitrary Ci(t), the polynomials
(pi, qi) must satisfy the equations:
p1 − q1 + q2x− p3n = 0,
p2 − q2 + q3y − p1l = 0,
p3 − q3 + q1z − p2m = 0. (16)
The solutions to these equations as realised in earlier works are important, beause they onsist
of polynomials with lowest possible degrees and thus are simple. Sine these are linear equations
they dene a homomorphism of modules and the solutions themselves form a module - the
module of syzygies over the polynomial ring Q(x, y, z, l,m, n), where Q is the eld of rational
numbers and x, y, z, l,m, n play the role of indeterminates. In general, the variables (operators)
x, y, z, l,m, n do not ommute and hene the order of the variables is important. However, if
we assume in a simple model that the arms do not ex, then the operators ommute, and the
generators of the module have been found via Gröbner basis methods [3, 7℄.
However, when the arms ex, the operators no longer ommute. If we operate on C(t) with
operators j and k in dierent orders, it is easily seen that jk 6= kj. A ombinatorial approah
has been adopted in [9℄ to deal with the totally non-ommutative ase. However, our aim here
is to estimate the level of the non-ommutativity of these operators in the ontext of our LISA
model and use the symmetries to simplify the algebrai approah.
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4.2. The algebrai approah and symmetries
The level of non-ommutativity an be found by omputing ommutators whih our in several
of the well known TDI observables like the Mihelson, Sagna et. We nd that given our
model of LISA, we require to go only upto the rst order in L˙; we nd for our model L¨ ∼ 10−6
metres/se
2
and thus even if one onsiders say 6 suessive optial paths, that is, about ∆t ∼ 100
seonds of light travel time, ∆t2L¨ ∼ 10−2 metres. This is well below few metres and thus an
be negleted in the residual laser noise omputation. Moreover, L˙2 terms (and higher order) an
be dropped sine they are of the order of ∼< 10−15 (they ome with a fator 1/c2) whih is muh
smaller than 1 part in 108. The alulations whih follow neglet these terms.
Applying the operators twie in suession and dropping higher order terms as explained
above,
k2k1C = C(t− Lk1(t− Lk2)− Lk2) ,
≈ C(t− Lk1 − Lk2) + Lk2L˙k1C˙(t− Lk1 − Lk2) . (17)
The above formula an be easily generalised by indution to n operators.
We now turn to the ommutators of the operators. The term in C anels out; only the C˙
term remains. We list below a few of the ommutators:
jk − kj = LjL˙k − LkL˙j ,
lmjk − jklm = (Ll + Lm)(L˙j + L˙k)− (Lj + Lk)(L˙l + L˙m) ,
lmnxyz − xyzlmn = (Ll + Lm + Ln)(L˙x + L˙y + L˙z) (18)
− (Lx + Ly + Lz)(L˙l + L˙m + L˙n) . (19)
We observe the following approximate symmetries in our model:
L˙x ≈ L˙l, L˙y ≈ L˙m, L˙z ≈ L˙n , (20)
whih also implies (this ombination ours in the Sagna observables),
L˙x + L˙y + L˙z ≈ L˙l + L˙m + L˙n . (21)
Infat in our model, |(L˙x + L˙y + L˙z) − (L˙l + L˙m + L˙n)| ∼< 1 m/se and |L˙x − L˙l| ∼< 0.8 m/se
upto the rst three years in our model. The same is essentially true for the pairs of links y,m
and z, n. Thus these pairs of operators essentially ommute. Thus, we are not dealing with a set
of totally non-ommuting variables, but with an intermediate ase.
In addition to these approximate symmetries there are other ommutators whih vanish
`identially' (after dropping terms in L˙2 and L¨ and higher order). It an be easily veried that
ommutators of the form, [x1x2...xn, y1y2...yn], n ≥ 2 vanish identially, when the y1, y2, ..., yn
are permutation of the operators x1, x2, ..., xn, and the xk for a given k represents one of the
delay operators x, y, z, l,m, n. Thus the original non-ommutative ring Q(x, y, z, l,m, n) an be
quotiented by the ideal U whih is generated by the vanishing and approximately vanishing
ommutators: U = {[x, l], [y,m], [z, n]; [xy, yx], ...}. The quotient ring Q/U is learly muh
smaller and simpler and the solution to Eq. (16) is sought for polynomials in this quotient
ring. The solution set of polynomial vetors (pi, qi) still form a module over Q/U . The future
goal is to `onstrut' this module.
4.3. Residual laser frequeny noise in the Sagna observable and symmetries
By the time LISA ies the expetations are for the laser frequeny noise estimate to redue to say
∆˜ν ∼ 10Hz/
√
Hz. If we divide this number by the laser frequeny ν0 ∼ 3 × 1014 Hz, we obtain
the noise estimate in the frational Doppler shift C with the power spetral density (PSD):
SC(f) = 〈|C˜(f)|2〉 ∼ 10−27 Hz−1 , (22)
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where C˜(f) is the Fourier transform of C(t). Then by dierentiating C, the PSD of the random
variable C˙ is just SC˙(f) = 4π
2f2SC(f) Hz.
The modied Sagna rst generation TDI observable α is given by the polynomial vetor in
the form (pi, qi) by:
α = (κ, κl, κlm, η, ηzy, ηz) , (23)
where κ = 1 − zyx and η = 1 − lmn. If the variables x, y, z, l,m, n ommute then the laser
frequeny noise is fully anelled. However, if they do not ommute, there is a residual term. It
an be omputed as:
∆C = α1C1 + α2C2 + α3C3 . (24)
We nd that α2 = α3 ≡ 0 and α1 = [zyx, lmn] and so by Eq. (19):
∆t(t) =
1
c2
[(Lx+Ly+Lz)(L˙l+ L˙m+ L˙n)− (Ll+Lm+Ln)(L˙x+ L˙y+ L˙z)] , (25)
and thus ∆C = ∆tC˙1. Beause the Lk vary during the ourse of an year the ∆t also varies
during the year and so also the amplitude of the random variable ∆C. Thus the PSD of ∆C is:
S∆C(f ; t) = 4π
2∆t(t)2f2SC(f) . (26)
This noise must be ompared with the seondary noise [1℄. However, beause we are onsidering
the modied TDI Eq. (23), there are extra fators κ and η whih do not appear in the
orresponding rst generation TDI. These fators introdue an additional multipliative fator,
namely, 4 sin2(3πfL0) in the seondary noise PSD whih leaves the SNR unhanged but must be
onsidered when it is ompared with the residual laser frequeny noise given in Eq. (26). Thus,
Sα(f) = 4 sin
2(3πfL0){[8 sin2 3πfL0 + 16 sin2 πfL0]Sacc + 6Sopt} (27)
where Sacc = 2.5× 10−48(f/1Hz)−2Hz−1 and Sopt = 1.8× 10−37(f/1Hz)2Hz−1. In the Figure 3
we plot Sα(f) and S∆C(f ; t) at three epohs an year apart.
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 1e-40
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 1e-04  0.001  0.01  0.1  1
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n H
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Comparison of noise PSDs
Figure 3. The `top' urve shows the PSD Sα(f) of the seondary noises. The straight lines
are the PSDs of the residual noise at three epohs hosen an year apart. Clearly the residual
laser noise is adequately below the seondary noises.
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We see that, learly the residual laser frequeny noise is few orders of magnitude below the
seondary noises. Sine the other Sagna variables β and γ are obtained by yli permutations
of the spaeraft, the residual laser noise is similarly suppressed in them. The basi reason for
this remarkable anellation is the symmetry inherent in the physis. Note that α1 ∈ U and
hene α is an element of the module we are seeking.
5. Conluding remarks
We have omputed in the Newtonian framework the spaeraft orbits in the ombined eld of
the Sun and Earth and from this dedued the exing of the arms of LISA by hoosing the model
whih gave minimum exing when only the Sun's eld was taken into aount. Now the exing is
no more periodi as was the ase when only the Sun's eld was onsidered. We have ignored the
eet of Jupiter beause we believe this eet to be not so dominant as that of the Earth. Writing
the tidal parameter for Jupiter, ǫJ = GMJ/d
3
J , similar to ǫ of Earth, where, MJ ≈ 2 × 1027 kg
is the mass of Jupiter and dJ , the distane from LISA to Jupiter, whih we take on the average
to be ∼ 5 A. U., we nd ǫJ/ǫ ∼ 0.09. Moreover, Jupiter has its own periodiity pertaining to its
orbit and therefore will not be in resonane as was the ase with the Earth, and thus there will
be no seular eet. Thus we do not expet the eet of Jupiter on exing to dominate. Note
that these results are valid so long as we an neglet the nonlinearities arising from higher order
terms in ǫ and α.
We have omputed the residual laser frequeny noise in one of the important TDI variables,
namely, the Sagna. The residual noise is satisfatorily suppressed beause of the symmetry.
In other variables suh as the Mihelson this is not true and higher degree polynomials will be
required. The algebrai approah outlined above seems promising.
Our model of LISA is optimal (minimal exing of arms) only in the Sun's eld. Clearly this
opens up the question of seeking an optimal model for the LISA onguration in the eld of the
Sun, Earth, Jupiter and other planets whih will minimise the exing of the arms and therefore
the residual laser frequeny noise in the modied rst generation TDI. We nally remark that
our omputations here may be useful in the development of a LISA simulator.
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